Heracleum Endless light
Bertjan Pot, 2014

Description

Shop

Heracleum Endless pendant light by Bertjan Pot for Moooi.

274/275 Upper Street London N1 2UA
Monday to Saturday 10am to 6pm
Sunday 11am to 5pm T 020 7288
1996 mail@twentytwentyone.com

Decorative LED lamp from Moooi inspired by the Heracleum Plant.The Heracleum
Endless pendant light is a perpetual blossom of new branches that can be added to
by the meter. The possibilities are almost limitless by combining straight lines,
angles and corners.
'Leaves' play out from 'stems' creating a very technical but natural structure. This
pendant light design is created by using the technique of coating conductive layers
which would not be possible with normal wires.
The Heracleum 'leaves' are not frozen in one position. They can be freely repositioned by rotating them around their stem. Heracleum includes a new LED
which is much more efficient while providing unique and sparkling illumination.
Metal wire frame available in a copper or nickel finish, polycarbonate lenses, steel
canopy. Complete with 4m translucent cables. Dimmable with mains voltage dimmer
(dimmer for incandescent, halogen). Please make sure to use a dimmer rated for a
low power luminaire.
Available as 116cm sections with 2 types of connector, either 90 or 135 degrees or
with end cover set.
2 suspension wires for each section.
Dimensions
116w x 57d x 37cmh
Specifications:
Powered through Electrosandwich® by Marcel Wanders.
One straight connector included.
Input voltage: 220-240V ~ 50Hz AC
Power consumption: MAX 12W
Colour Temperature: 2700K / CRI 85
Dimmable: Mains dimmable, with recommended dimmer only.
Luminous flux (Lumen, lm): 400 lm
Light source: 45 x LEDs per section
Cable Length: 4m, 10m available upon request
Cable Colour: Transparent
Canopy: One pebble per section, in matching colour
Product code
MOO -MOLHERE*
Delivery
Made-to-order: 6-8 weeks
Price
£1,969.00
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